
INTRODUCTION
The World Health Organization defines
palliative care as:

‘An approach that improves the quality of life
of patients and their families facing the
problems associated with life-threatening
illness, through the prevention and relief of
suffering by means of early identification
and impeccable assessment and treatment
of pain and other problems, physical,
psychosocial and spiritual’.1

LynnandAdamsondevelopedamodel for
palliative care that builds partially on this
definition.2 According to this model, the
palliative phase starts with the diagnosis of
a disease that will probably lead to death.
Initially, curative and life-prolonging
treatments may be given alongside
palliative treatments. According to this
model, the emphasis on curative/life-
prolonging treatments decreases gradually,
shifting to an emphasis on palliation.
However, few empirical data exist on the
timing of this transition and the possible
coexistence of treatment aims.
This study explores important treatment

aims in the last 3months of life for cancer
patients versus non-cancer patients, and
how these treatment aims may change as
death approaches. To date, the main focus
of attention of palliative care research has
been on patients with cancer. However,
there are indications that the disease
symptoms often fluctuate in patients with
non-cancer illnesses, such as end-stage
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) or heart failure, and the course of
the disease is therefore difficult to predict.3–5
It can be expected that the shift towards
palliative care in these patients may only
take place shortly before death and that
identifying a time point for transition to
palliative care is more difficult for people
with COPD, for instance.6 The course of the
disease in patients with incurable cancer
maybe relatively predictable, with a clearer
demarcation between the curative and
palliative stages.3,7
Little research has been done to test the

assumption that palliative care may be
started in an early stage, alongside curative
or life-prolonging treatments. Van den
Block et al found that the transition from
cure to palliation often occurs at a late
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Abstract
Background
Little is known about treatment aims during the
last 3 months of life.

Aim
To investigate important treatment aims in the
last 3 months of patients’ lives in cases of non-
sudden death.

Design and setting
Mortality follow-back study in the Netherlands.

Method
Data were collected retrospectively in 2009
within the representative Sentinel Network of
GPs in the Netherlands. GPs completed a
standardised registration form.

Results
Data for 279 patients were studied. Of these,
55% died of cancer and 45% of another disease.
Treatment was aimed at palliation for 73% of
the patients in months 2 and 3 before death,
and for 95% of the patients in the last week of
life. Seven per cent received treatment aimed at
cure in the last week of life. In a minority of
patients, cure/life prolongation and palliation
were simultaneously important treatment aims.
In the last week of life and in the 2–4 weeks
before death, cure wasmore frequently
reported as an important treatment aim in
patients with a non-cancer disease than in
patients with cancer. In the 2–4 weeks before
death, palliation was an important treatment
aim for a larger proportion of patients with
cancer than patients with other diseases.

Conclusion
Registration by GPs show that, in the last
weeks and days of life, cure wasmore
frequently reported as an important treatment
aim in patients with a non-cancer disease than
in patients with cancer. For a small number of
patients, palliation and cure/life prolongation
were simultaneously important treatment aims.
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stage, and sometimes not at all.8 They also
found substantially higher odds of palliative
treatment goals for cancer patients in the
last 3months of life than for patients with
another cause of death.8 However, in
general, very limited research has been
conducted into the differences between
cancer and non-cancer patients, with
regard to treatment aims at the end-of-life
stage.9
The following research questions will be

addressed using registration data of Dutch
GPs:8,10–12

1. What were important treatment aims for
patients who died non-suddenly in (a)
months 2 and 3 before death, (b)
2–4 weeks before death, and (c) the last
week of life?

2. Was there a coexistence of important
treatment aims; that is, were cure/life
prolongation and palliation considered
important at the same time?

3. Are there any differences between
patients who died of cancer and patients
with another non-sudden cause of death,
regarding important treatment aims in
the last 3months before death?

METHOD
Study design and sample
Data were collected within the Dutch
Sentinel Network of General Practices. In
2009, this consisted of 41 general practices
(58 GPs), covering 0.8% of the 16million
patients in the Netherlands.13 This network
is representative of all GPs with regard to
age, sex, and population density.
GPs filled in a registration form after the

death of each patient older than 1 year of
age. In the Netherlands, in principle, all
residents have a personal GP. The GP has a
central role in the delivery of palliative care

for people dying at home or in a home for
older people. For this study, the following
inclusion criteria were used:

• the patient’s death was expected and
non-sudden, as judged by the GP; and

• in the final year before death, the patient
resided either at home or in a home for
older people.

Data of nursing-home residents were
excluded because nursing-home
physicians rather than GPs have the main
responsibility for the end-of-life care of
these patients in the Netherlands.14

Instrument
The instrument is a standardised 21-item
registration form. This formwas first tested
for comprehensibility by GPs and consisted
of multiple-choice and open-ended
questions.
Important treatment aims were

registered by asking: ‘How important were
the following aspects of patient care:
treatment aimed at cure?; treatment aimed
at life prolongation?; and treatment aimed
at palliation?’ GPs had to register these
treatment aims retrospectively for the last
week of life, the 2–4 weeks before death,
andmonths 2 and 3 before death, using a 5-
point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at all
important) to 5 (very important). Multiple
responses (that is, treatment aims) were
possible in each period.

Statistical analysis
The following approachwas used to analyse
the coexistence of important treatment
aims: there is coexistence when the GP
scored 4 or 5 for treatment aimed at
palliation in combinationwith a score of 4 or
5 for treatments aimed at cure and/or life-
prolongation. This analysis was done for
each of the three different time periods.
To analyse differences between patients

who died of cancer and patients with
another cause of death, χ2 analysis’ was
performed (SPSS, version 15.0). The scores
on the item ‘How important were the
following aspects of patient care?’ were
dichotomised by combining the scores 1, 2,
and 3, and by combining scores 4 and 5.
Differences between the two groups of
patients (cancer versus non-cancer)
regarding treatment aims were tested for
the three time periods distinguished.

RESULTS
Study population
The GPs reported 495 deaths in a 1-year

How this fits in
Previous research in Belgium provided
indications that a transition from cure to
palliation often occurs late in the illness
trajectory and sometimes not at all. The
study presented shows that in the last
3months of life there is an increase in
treatments aimed at palliation, while there
is a decrease in curative or life-prolonging
treatments. In the last month, and also in
the last week of life, cure is still an
important treatment aim in some patients,
although this is more often the case in
patients with a non-cancer disease than in
patients with cancer.
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period in 2009. Sixty-one per cent (n = 279)
of the deathswere non-sudden. Results are
based on data of 279 patients with a non-
sudden death (Table 1).
Eighty-two per cent of the patients were

aged ≥65 years. More than half of the
causes of death were malignancies; 63% of
the patients died at homeor in a care home,
and 26% of the patients died in a hospital.

Important treatment aims
Important treatment aims in the three time
periods studied are presented in Table 2.
Palliation was an important treatment

aim in 73% of the patients in months 2 and
3 before death, increasing to 89% in the
2–4 weeks before death, and 95% in the last
week of life.
Life prolongation became less important

as death neared. Life prolongation was an
important treatment aim in 25% of the
patients in months 2 and 3 before death, in
18% in the 2–4 weeks, and in 9% of patients
in the last week before death.
In addition, GPs reported that treatments

aimed at cure were important in 22% of the
patients in months 2 and 3 before death, in
11 % in the 2–4 weeks before death, and in
7% in the last week of life.
Figures 1 and 2 show important

treatment aims for patients who died of
cancer and for patients with another cause
of death. These figures are based on the
data of GPs who responded with a score of
4 or 5 for the question ‘How important were
the following aspects of patient care?’.
In the last week of life, there was a

significant difference between patients with
cancer and other patients concerning
treatment aimed at cure (cancer: n = 4, 3%
versus non-cancer: n = 13, 13%, P = 0.005).
Hence in the very last days of life, cure was
more frequently an important treatment
aim for patients with a non-cancer cause of
death than for patients with cancer. Also in
the 2–4 weeks before death, cure wasmore
frequently an important treatment aim in
patients with a non-cancer cause of death
than in patients with cancer (cancer: n = 8,
6% versus non-cancer: n = 16, 17%, P =
0.01). However, there were no significant
differences regarding treatments aimed at
cure in months 2 and 3 before death.
In addition, there were no significant

differences between the percentages of
patients with cancer and other patients,
regarding treatments aimed at life
prolongation in the three time periods.
In the 2–4 weeks before death, palliation

was an important treatment aim in
significantly more cancer patients
compared with non-cancer patients
(cancer: n = 128, 93% versus non-cancer: n
= 77, 82%, P = 0.007). In the last week and in
months 2 and 3 before death, there were no
significant differences regarding treatments
aimed at palliation.

Coexistence of important treatment aims
Table 3 shows that treatments aimed at
palliation coexisted with life-
prolonging/curative treatment aims for 17%
of the patients in months 2 and 3 before
death. This coexistence was observed for
13% of patients in the 2–4 weeks before
death, and for 8% in the last week before
death.

DISCUSSION
Summary
In the last week of life, palliation was an

Table 1. Patient characteristics for non-sudden deaths (n = 279)
Characteristic Cancer, n = 153 Non-cancer, n (%) = 126a Total, n = 279
Age at death, years
1–64 43 (28.1) 8 (6.3) 51 (18.3)
65–84 91 (59.5) 49 (38.9) 140 (50.2)
≥85 19 (12.4) 69 (54.8) 88 (31.5)
Sex
Male 71 (46.4) 44 (34.9) 115 (41.2)
Female 82 (53.6) 82 (65.1) 164 (58.8)
Place of death
Home 84 (54.9) 38 (30.2) 122 (43.7)
Care home 14 (9.2) 41 (32.5) 55 (19.7)
Hospital 28 (18.3) 44 (34.9) 72 (25.8)
Palliative care unit/hospice 27 (17.6) 3 (2.4) 30 (10.8)

aCardiovascular diseases (12.9%); respiratory diseases (7.9%); diseases of the nervous system (2.9%); stroke

(3.9%), old age (11.8%); other (5.6%).
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Table 2. Importance of treatment aims in three time periods:
months 2 and 3 before death, the 2–4 weeks before death, and the
last week of life (n = 279).
Scores on Likert scale Treatment aims, n (%)
Months 2 and 3 before death Cure Life prolongation Palliation
1 (not at all important) 115 (54.2) 90 (42.7) 16 (7.3)
2 26 (12.3) 31 (14.7) 11 (5.0)
3 24 (11.3) 38 (18.0) 31 (14.2)
4 21 (9.9) 26 (12.3) 40 (18.3)
5 (very important) 26 (12.3) 26 (12.3) 120 (55.0)
2–4 weeks before death
1 (not at all important) 158 (70.2) 123 (55.7) 5 (2.2)
2 23 (10.2) 29 (13.1) 7 (3.0)
3 20 (8.9) 29 (13.1) 14 (6.1)
4 14 (6.2) 21 (9.5) 45 (19.5)
5 (very important) 10 (4.4) 19 (8.6) 160 (69.3)
Last week of life
1 (not at all important) 200 (85.1) 183 (78.2) 8 (3.3)
2 9 (3.8) 15 (6.4) 1 (0.4)
3 9 (3.8) 15 (6.4) 4 (1.6)
4 7 (3.0) 11 (4.7) 27 (11.0)
5 (very important) 10 (4.3) 10 (4.3) 206 (83.7)



important treatment aim in almost all
patients with a non-sudden cause of death.
In the 2–4 weeks before death and months
2 and 3 before death, palliation was an
important treatment aim in 89% and 73%
respectively of patients with a non-sudden
cause of death.
Cure and life prolongation were more

often important in the time periods that
were relatively far away from death.
However, in the last week of life cure was
still an important treatment aim for 7% of
patients. These patients mainly had a
respiratory or cardiovascular disease. In
these patients, death may be more difficult
to predict than in patients with cancer.
Whether life prolongation/cure was an

important treatment aim at the same time
as palliation was also investigated. It was

expected that coexistence of important
treatment aims would be common. This
expectation was derived from Lynn and
Adamson’s model indicating that the
palliative phase is a care continuum in
which palliation interventions may be given
simultaneously with curative or life-
prolonging treatments. However, this
expectation was not fully supported by the
data: in months 2 and 3 before death,
palliation and cure and/or life prolongation
were simultaneously important treatment
aims for only 17% of patients. This finding
shows that one treatment aimoften prevails
over another at any given time.
In addition, differences in treatment aims

between cancer patients and other patients
were tested. As expected, in the last month
of life cure was an important treatment aim
for significantly more patients with a non-
cancer cause of death than for patients with
cancer. In addition, it was found that
palliation was an important treatment aim
in a larger number of cancer patients
compared with other non-suddenly
deceased patients in the 2–4 weeks before
death. Recognition of approaching death is
probably more difficult in non-cancer
patients than in cancer patients, and it may
therefore also be more difficult for GPs to
discuss theprognosis andend-of-life issues
with non-cancer patients.

Strengths and limitations
So far, most palliative care research has
focused on the terminal stages of life.15–19 In
addition, palliative care research on the last
months of life of a diverse group of patients
is scarce.20 This study, based on
epidemiological data from a national
representativenetworkof general practices,
is exceptional in this regard.
Another strength of the current study is

the representativeness of the Sentinel
Network for GPs in the Netherlands in
terms of age and sex of the GP, and
population density. Another strength is that
the GPs participate in an existing sentinel
network, which means that they were not
just recruited for this palliative care study.
This reduces the chance of bias in the
findings.21
However, this study also has some

limitations. Registrations of GPs were
restricted to the last 3 months of life.
Although this concerns a larger time span
than inmost other studies onpalliative care,
it would be interesting to explore whether
treatments aimed at palliation may be also
important in earlier phases before death.
Finally, a recall bias is possible due to the

retrospective design. However, the authors
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Table 3. Coexistence of important treatment aims at three time
periods, n (%)

Palliationplus
cureand/or life

prolongationare important Don’t know/
Important treatment aims aims (= coexistence) Nocoexistence missing Total
2 and 3months before death 35 (17) 176 (83) 68 279
2–4 weeks before death 30 (13) 193 (87) 56 279
Last week before death 18 (8) 216 (92) 45 279
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Figure 1. Important treatment aims for patients with cancer.
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Figure 2. Important treatment aims for non-cancer patients.



expect that this bias will be small as the
registration form was sent to the GP within
1 week of the patient’s death.

Comparison with existing literature
Until a few years ago, researchers often
used the terms ‘palliative’ and ‘terminal’
synonymously, and also made a fairly strict
separation between the curative and
palliative phases. In accordance with the
model of Lynn and Adamson, the palliative
phase is currently considered as a care
continuum that starts with the diagnosis of
a life-threatening illness.2,22 Van den Block
et al found that a transition from cure to
palliation often occurs late in the dying
process and sometimes not at all.8 Starting
late with palliative care may be due to late
recognition of the approaching death, which
may be a problem particularly in patients
with chronic diseases other than cancer.
Fitzsimons et al pointed to the necessity

of embracing the palliative care approach at
an earlier stage, to address the needs of
patients with life-threatening chronic
illness.20 Furthermore, Murray et al
concluded that end-of-life care for patients
with cardiac failure or other non-malignant
diseases should be proactive and designed
tomeet specific needs.7 In addition, Pinnock
et al pointed to the necessity of careful
assessment of possible supportive and
palliative care needs along people’s lifetime
journey with COPD.6 However, the findings
of the present study show that for almost all
patients in the Netherlands (95%) where
death is non-sudden, palliation was an
important treatment aim in the last week of
their life, although 7% still received

treatment aimed at cure in this last week.
The finding that the vast majority of the

subgroup of patients with a non-cancer
cause of death received treatments aimed
at palliation in the last phase of life indicates
that, currently, Dutch GPs are also alert to
the palliative care needs of non-cancer
patients.

Implications for research and practice
Investigation of treatment aims in earlier
phases of illness would be interesting. This
corresponds with the idea in today’s
palliative care policy and research that the
palliative phase may already start with the
diagnosis of a life-threatening disease.
Future research could also consider
whether supporting the patient had been an
important treatment aim. The concept of
‘supportive care’ has gained in usage, for
instance for people with chronic diseases
and temporary decompensations or
intercurrent illnesses. It would be
interesting to explore whether supportive
care is frequently given in the very last
period of life, andwhether supportive care is
often combined with treatments aimed at
cure, life prolongation, or palliation.
In addition, it would be interesting to

conduct a prospective longitudinal study, in
which the GP perspective as well as the
perspectives of relatives and patients on the
treatments and the treatment aims could
be explored. Furthermore, it would be
relevant to focus on differences between
patients with various types of cancer, as
well as between various groups of patients
with specific chronic diseases.
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